 REQUIRED APPLICATION FORMS
FOR SDNT APPLICATION

**Note:** The application forms provided below are only for agencies that have no access to the Public Transportation Management System (PTMS). The agencies with access to PTMS must complete the forms in PTMS. For detailed instructions on how to apply for funding through the annual application, please refer to the Application Instructions for Public Transit Programs Administered by Office of Passenger Transportation (Instructions). The Instructions can be found at [www.michigan.gov/mdotptd](http://www.michigan.gov/mdotptd) by clicking on Applications & Forms under Resources. The instructions for application forms and related requirements are available under Part IV of the Instructions.

Please submit all completed forms to your MDOT Project manager. Their contact information can be found under Sections E and F, Part I of the Instructions.

**Required application forms (click on each form below):**

- ADA Complaint Information
- Contract Clauses Certification
- FTA Certifications and Assurances
- SDNT Application Form
- Title VI Information